
Questions received during the previous calls for proposals and
answers adapted to the 2017-2018 specifications

Question 1:
We are unable to fill in the table “Staff costs by hourly rate” corresponding to Annex 6 of application form for
each person (for both external and internal teachers, technician, the external members of the final
exam panel) since we do not know the exchange rate and most importantly we do not know exactly
the name and the exact hours taught by the given persons the next academic year since it depends
largely on how many students we accept and their language combination.
We have already been granted support within the framework of this grant scheme and always made
estimates in the budget table in a uniform way (xxx EUR) both for external and internal teachers. Can
we do the same this year as well?

Answer 1:
We understand that applicants do not necessarily have all the elements for calculating the exact
individual hourly rates when completing their application forms. As the objective, at this stage, is to
establish an estimated budget, we would suggest that you use the actual data for staff already
identified and estimate as accurately as possible the costs of other people that could be involved in
the action (i.e. teacher with a profile similar to the one of another teacher already identified;
external teacher with a contract similar to the one granted to another external teacher, etc...).
As your project should include an estimate of the number of accepted students and their possible
language combinations, we suggest that you use this information as a hypothesis to prepare your
budget. After award decision and if your application is successful, the budget will be fine-tuned,
based on the most recent information available at that moment. Unless it is common practice at
your university, using a uniform hourly rate for all staff profiles is not recommended as this could
lead to a request from the Evaluation Committee for more detailed calculations. Your Human
Resources Department may assist you in this matter.

***
Question 2:
Regarding the possibility offered to update the existing equipment in order to supply simultaneous
interpretation exercises, do we understand correctly that the European Parliament shall finance 75%
of the total cost within the action?  And that we do not need to depreciate it over the following
academic years?

Answer 2:
The special conditions on depreciation of equipment used for virtual classes do not apply anymore
for the grants programme 2017-2018. This equipment will be treated as any other type of
equipment purchased for the project. Please refer to point 5.c of the Guide for Applicants for further
information on the rules related to equipment cost.

***



Question 3:
I am not sure if we are expected to submit with the grant the time-sheets we use to calculate the
trainers/coordinators' fees. That is to say, do you want to see the time-sheets with the grant or are
we to submit them later during the audit, if need be?

Answer 3:
The time-sheets annexed to the call for proposals should give an idea what needs to be filled in by
the universities during the lifetime of the project if a grant is awarded. No need to fill in any time
sheet at the stage of the application. Please note that hourly rates must be reported in Annex VI of
the application form and should be calculated according to instructions contained in the excel table
"Staff costs by hourly rate" provided on the internet page.

***
Question 4:
I am not sure about the form called 'Budget Details' (Annex VI). Should we fill in this form rather
than the similar form that is already part of the application form under the link called a) Actions
related to organisation of a master' or b) Project aimed at supporting conference interpreter
training?

Answer 4:
We recommend you complete Annex VI (Staff costs - Excel sheet) following the instructions
contained in the file in order to give more information about the individual calculation of hourly
rates. The hourly rates calculated in the excel sheet have then to be used to fill table 4.A Staff costs.

***
Question 5:
Does the professor who is permanently employed have to be classified as P or S?

Answer 5:
If the tasks of Professor X for the project belong to his normal tasks, they should be mentioned as P
indicating the total hours worked on the project. If the same Professor X, permanently employed,
receives an extra salary duly approved and paid by the University for supplementary work on the
project (not foreseen in his/her work contract and therefore paid in supplement) this extra salary
should be mentioned as S.

***

Question 6:
What do we have to list under teacher external - Should we list all external teachers?

Answer 6:
Yes, you should list all external teachers. See also reply to question 1.

***
Question 7:
In my country data on salaries are confidential according to the law on personal data protection.
What should I do?

Answer 7:
As mentioned on item 15 of the call for proposals and articles II.5 and II.6 of the draft grant
agreement, all information contained in your application will be treated in full confidentiality and
respect of Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing
of personal data by the Community institutions and bodies and on the free movement of such data.
You therefore must disclose the requested information in your application and subsequent reports.



***

Question 8:
Where do we enter the technicians' work in the budget?

Answer 8:
Works foreseen for technician staff should be reported under Chapter A. STAFF COSTS - other
describing shortly the tasks/estimated total productive hours/hourly rate and if paid as permanent
staff within his/her normal duties (P), paid in supplement to his normal duties (S) or both. Detailed
calculation must be included in Annex VI "Hourly rate".

***

Question 9:
On depreciation and amortisation rules in this year's grant application. We are asked to state how
many months remain between the purchase date and the end of the project. At this stage, it is
very difficult to predict the purchase date. So how should we deal with this?

Answer 9:
Even if very difficult, you should try to estimate the purchase date keeping into account all the
possible elements, such as: internal rules in the field of procurement, normal time between the
decision to buy an equipment and the reception of this equipment, purchase conditioned by the
reception of a grant, purchase not possible before 2015, etc. It is not recommended to consider that
all purchases will be done during the first month of the project as this would unnecessarily increase
the total estimated budget of the action and would lead to an under-spending of the actual grant.
Reporting amortisation costs the years following the purchase is authorized if the equipment is still
used for implementing the new actions.

***

Question 10:
On hourly staff rates: we are asked to calculate them in a specific way, calculating the number of
hours per day x 365 minus weekends. This does not make sense in our country, as our salaries are
not accounted in this way. Full-time staff has a working week of 35 hours but apart from their
teaching time are free to organise their work-time as they wish. The faculty is open on Saturdays and
staff often works over weekends (I have spent many hours over the past 2 weekends working on the
grant application!). So could we propose that we take the real calculation method and not the one
suggested on the table. 35 hours * 4 weeks * 12 months = 1.680 hours instead of 7 hours * 365 days
- week-ends

Answer 10:
We recommend the calculation method suggested on the table for several reasons:
Firstly, your calculation results in a total of 48 weeks (4 weeks * 12 months) while a year is
composed of 52 weeks.
Secondly, if work is regularly done during weekends, you should estimate how many hours during
weekends are usually worked per year and add this total to the productive hours. We understand
that permanent staff is paid on the basis of a fixed number of hours rather than on the basis of hours
effectively worked but we consider that each hour worked by a staff member has the same value
independently of the moment and the nature of the work done. It is for this reason that we consider
hours spent during weekends eligible if justified (either for courses taught during weekends or for
coordination work).



***

Question 11:
CVs of the entire teaching staff has been sent with last year's application form. Is it possible for us to
only send the CVs of the new teachers? And if this will not suffice, might it be possible to send
last year's CVs in electronic form?

Answer 11:
Each grant application needs to be treated independently from any previous application.
Electronic transmission is not allowed and all requested documents should therefore be preferably
be included in the application package.

***

Question 12:
Does the Rector of our university sign only the grant application Form (at the end) or does he also
have to sign the two annexes that will be attached to it (annexes h and i)?

Answer 12:
Only the grant application form needs to be signed by the Rector (or any other legal representative)
on behalf of the university.

***
Question 13:
What is the difference between permanent, external and complementary salary? At our
study program we only have permanent administrative staff on the payroll of the Rectorate of
the University; all others are employed with different legal entities so I suppose you would
consider them as external staff? If this is the case, should I fill only columns 9-11? Is
administrative staff receiving a complementary salary for work done at this study program or
something else?

Answer 13:
- All the permanent staff of the legal entity requesting the grant (=university), involved in the
project, has to be reported under P (permanent) category. In most of the cases, it is the
University itself that has to be considered as the legal entity and not a department, a faculty,
the Rectorate's services, ...

- Staff to be reported as external are those paid on a contractual basis (as opposed to
permanent staff) and hired for a specific work and period of time, on an hourly basis. This
should be reported under the category external teachers, freelances, ...

- Complementary salary concerns, if applicable, extra salary that could be paid to permanent
staff (teaching and administrative staff) if approved and paid by the University for
supplementary work on the project (not foreseen in his/her work contract and therefore paid
in supplement). This should be mentioned as S. (see also general instructions under Section
III of the application form).

***
Question 14
Given the market demand for retour, the importance of English in the European context of
conference interpreting as well as frequent inquiries from potential candidates interested in
studying conference interpreting at our University with English A, our Faculty of Translation and
Interpreting would very much like to expand the scope of its current Master's interpreting



programme by introducing English as a second A language, thus offering students the opportunity to
train into English A and to develop competence in retour from our national language into English.
Would this project be eligible for the DG Grants?

Answer 14
The project as described by you would fall within the scope of this call for proposals and would
therefore be eligible for evaluation, provided all other eligibility, exclusion and selection criteria are
met (see points 5-7 of the call for proposals).
The Evaluation Committee will assess the applications on the basis of the award criteria and give
points for each of the criteria (see point 8 of the call for proposals). It will establish a list of accepted
applications ranked according to their merits and the total number of points obtained. Please note
that relevance to priority needs for languages of the European Parliament and the EU institutions
and bodies for which it provides interpretation services is one of the award criteria.
Award of grants will be made on the basis of this ranking and the available budget.  Applicants
should be aware that even if they reach the required minimum score to be accepted (60% of the
total points), the application may be not retained in case the available budget is already exhausted
for applications with higher scores.

Question 15
My question concerns the financial identification form: our University uses a financial identification
form which is slightly different in format from the one on the webpage, but the information is
exactly the same. Moreover, the form was already used to submit an application and accepted by
DG INTE in previous years. Is it absolutely necessary to use the model which you provide or are other
models accepted?

Answer 15
As indicated in Annex III of the application form, a financial identification form has to be supplied
only if the account number or the bank account holder’s name has changed since the last grant
request submitted.  In this case, you should use the proposed template as the one used in previous
years was the one used by the European Commission.

If there are no changes in the bank account details since the last grant request submitted in the
recent years, you just have to tick the first box of Annex III and mention the IBAN number on it.

***
Question 16
My question relates to how we should best approach the grant application.
If we were to opt for a project-specific approach, our application could be based on a combination of
creation of digital speech repository/logbook/virtual classes. If on the other hand we were to opt for
the more general approach, our application could be based on the renewal/installation of new
conference interpreting infrastructure. Could you therefore please inform us about which
application form should we best choose (Application form 2014-2015 post-graduate
course VS Application form 2014-2015 – other projects)?

Answer 16
You will find more information on the objectives of the call and the types of projects sought under
point 1 and 2 of the call for proposals text. Actions aimed solely at the purchase of equipment do not
fall under the scope of the call.



If your project proposal aims at organisation of master/post-graduate courses in conference
interpreting, please use the application form “2017-2018 post graduate course”. If on the contrary,
you intend to submit a proposal aimed at promoting conference interpreter training (see point 2. b
of the call for proposals text for the priority areas for this action line), you should use the application
form “2017-2018 other projects”.

***
Question 17
a) We understand that there is a possibility to ask for funding from both of the Institutions. But on
the other hand, in your call for proposals you mention that one action can receive only one grant
from the EU budget. More specifically we have considered submitting a project covering teaching
and organizational expenditures to one institution and submitting a project aimed at constructing a
new language lab to the other. Would that be possible?
b) Do you have any indication on what project size is feasible? Our faculty struggles with old and out-
dated equipment, which makes for example distance teaching very complicated. At the moment we
cannot participate in any e-learning or virtual classes. Therefore, we very much appreciate the fact
that the EP is willing to invest into new equipment. But will it be possible to cover the full
expenditures of a new language lab or should we rather opt for reconstructing an old one? Are there
any limits on the eligibility of expenditures? For example can we ask for the funding for the
construction of new booths? (bearing in mind that our language is the third priority).

Answer 17
a) It is possible to apply at the same time for another EU programme (see answer to question 18).
Please note however that purchase of equipment can be considered as eligible cost only if it is part
of a project corresponding to the objectives of the call for proposals. You will find more information
on the objectives of the call and the types of projects sought under point 1 and 2 of the call for
proposals text. Actions aimed solely at the purchase of equipment do not fall under the scope of the
call.

b) The Evaluation Committee checks whether the budget proposed by the applicant is appropriate
and reasonable for achieving the objectives of the projects. There are no pre-defined limits of
expenditure, provided that the costs are necessary to implement the project and eligible. For
detailed information on eligible costs please see section III of the Guide for Applicants and Article
II.19 of the model grant agreement.

***
Question 18
I understand that as of 2014 grants are no longer jointly funded by DG INTE, European Parliament,
and SCIC and the calls for proposals are separate. What I am not clear about is whether we can apply
to one institution only or both. Is there a likelihood that separate funding schemes could also lead to
smaller grant allocations?

Answer 18
In the past years the interpretation services of both the European Commission and the European
Parliament managed indeed a joint call for proposals. The decision on the award of the grant was
taken jointly by both institutions and very few proposals were sometimes jointly managed by both
Institutions. However from last year, it was decided that individual grants would be financed and
managed either by the Parliament or by the Commission separately, so there was no joint funding of
individual grants anymore.



As of 2014, the institutions launched separate calls for proposals. As far as the European Parliament
is concerned, this change shall not lead to smaller grants allocations. The single co-financing rate
applied by the European Parliament is 75% of total eligible costs (subject to a possible reduction
should the income of the action be greater than the expense as grants may not have the purpose of
generating a profit to the beneficiary).

It is possible to apply for another EU programme. However, the same action cannot be financed
twice out of the EU budget. Should your project be selected for two grant programmes you will have
to choose the granting institution (coordination between DG INTE and DG SCIC shall occur during the
assessment of the applications received).

Please note that the Evaluation Committee checks whether the budget proposed by the applicant is
appropriate and reasonable for achieving the objectives of the projects. Within this process some
items of the applicant's proposed budget might not be taken into consideration for co-financing (=
non eligible costs), if they are considered excessive or not necessary to implement the project
(please refer to the Guide for Applicants for more information on the procedure).

***
Question 19
I noticed the criteria include mention of the EMCI requirements for the number of hours of practical
tuition. If we are unable to meet this standard, would a bid be considered or would it be rejected
outright?

Answer 19
The call for proposals mentions different award criteria.   If an application is not (fully) compliant
with one or more criteria, it does not mean that it will be automatically rejected.  The Evaluation
Committee will assess the applications on the basis of the evaluation criteria and award points for
each of the criteria. It will establish a list of accepted applications ranked according to their merits
and the total number of points obtained.
Award of grants will be made on the basis of this ranking and the available budget.  Applicants
should be aware that even if they reach the required minimum score to be accepted (60% of the
total points), the application may be rejected in case the available budget is already exhausted for
applications with higher scores.

***

Question 20
Supposing we want to buy equipment of a total value of 1000 euros, should the University pay 250
euros of this particular expense? Or the contribution of the University should be 25% of the total
value of the costs, meaning that those 1000 euros can be paid entirely from the grant while other
expenses related to the programme will be covered by the University?

Answer 20
The maximum contribution of the European Parliament is 75% of the eligible costs.  The remaining
25% must be provided by the applicant.  It can be via the direct revenue expected from the action
(fees paid by students), specific support from public sources or self-financing by the applicant.



To be eligible, equipment has to be bought for the implementation of the action and paid by the
applicant.  You do not need to provide more information neither about which faculty, nor from
which specific budget it is paid.

To answer concretely to your question, even if the invoice has to be registered in the accounting
system of the applicant and totally paid by him, you do not need to justify that the remaining 25% of
this particular expense has been, at the end, supported or not by the University. The own
contribution of the applicant is assessed as a whole and not on each item.


